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A performance analysis methodology 
using certain aspects of queueing theory 
to evaluate computer system speed 
performance is presented. This 
methodology specifically focuses on 
modeling multiprocessor computer systems 
with unbalanced flows (i.e., number of 
transactions leaving a server is not the 
same as number of transactions entering 
that server) due to asynchronously spawned 
parallel tasks. This unbalanced flow 
phenomenon, which has a significant effect 
on performance, cannot be solved 
analytically by classical queueing network 
models. 

A decomposition method is applied to 
decompose the unbalanced flows. Formulae 
for open queueing networks with unbalanced 
flows due to asynchronously spawned tasks 
are developed. Furthermore, an algorithm 
based on Buzen's convolution algorithm is 
developed to test the necessary and 
sufficient condition for closed system 
stability as well to compute 
performance measures. A?average of less 
than four iterations is reported for 
convergence with this algorithm. 

A study of the INFOPLEX 
multiprocessor data storage hierarchy, 
comparing this rapid solution algorithm 
with simulations, has shown highly 
consistent results. A cost effective 
software tool, using this methodology, has 
been developed to analyze an architectural 
design, such as INFOPLEX, and to produce 
measures such as throughput, utilization, 
and response time so that potential 
performance problems can be identified. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH 

This paper models Unbalanced flows 
due to Asynchronously spawned Parallel 
tasks (UAP) ' in a multiprocessor computer 
system 
models. 

using generalized queueing network 
The acronym UAP will be used 

throughout the refer to 
unbalanced 

paper to 

transactions 
f:,oz:in;i.e. the number of 

a server is not the 
same as the number of transactions 
entering that server) due 
asynchronously 
which 

spawned parallel tas:: 
are assumed to run independently of 

each other except for resource contention. 
The significance of this research is 

as follows: (1) A decomposition method is 
applied to incorporate the workload due to 
UAP, an important factor on 
performance, 

speed 
into queueing network models; 

(2) Formulae for 
with 

open queueing networks 
UAP are developed; (3) The 

infeasibility of a product form solution 
for closed queueing networks with UAP is 
shown; (4). An algorithm based on Buzen's 
convolution algorithm is developed to test 
the necessary and sufficient condition for 
closed system and 
Approximate 

stability; (5) 

networks 
solutions for closed queueing 

with UAP are developed based on 
the algorithm. As a result, performance 
measures are assessed more accurately and 
cost effectively. A software tool, using 
this rn;;&;i;:ogy, has been developed (Wang 
and 1984) to analyze system 
architectures'with UAP so that performance 
implications can 
the design process. 

be identified early in 

The discussion in this paper uses as 
an example the INFOPLEX data storage 
hierarchy (INFOPLEX is a database computer 
research project at the MIT Center for 
Information Systems 
of 

Research: the theory 

in 
hierarchical decomposition is applied 
this research to structure hundreds of 

microprocessors together to realize a data 
storage hierarchy with very large capacity 
and 
1977, 

small access time. See Madnick, 1973, 
1979, Lam and Madnick, 1979, and 

Wang and Madnick, 1981, 1984). However, 
the methodology employed in this research 
is generalizable to other distributed 
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information systems (Trivedi and Sigmon, 
1981, Geist and Trivedi, 1982, and Goyal 
and Agerwala, 1984). 

1.2 PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH 

The use of analytic performance 
models, instead of simulation models, is 
important because the analytic approach is 
more cost effective than simulation. For 
complex multiprocessor systems, such as 
INFOPLEX, hundreds of thousands of 
simulation iterations were needed to reach 
steady-state for a single design 
alternative analysis. In order to obtain 
accurate results, all significant factors 
effecting performance should be captured 
in the analytic model. UAP has been found 
to be a common situation that has a 
primary e:;;;t on performance (Wang and 
Madnick, 1984). For example, in 
response to deceiving a block of data, a 
processor may send an acknowledgement 
transaction, and also forward the data to 
another processor. Thus, there are now two 
transactions departing the server from the 
original data transmission transaction. 
This is called unbalanced flow since the 
number of transactions arriving at the 
server (i.e. 1) does not equal the number 
departing (i.e. 2). As another example, a 
processor may broadcast a message, via 
communication lines, to other processors, 
thereby spawning multiple transactions. 
Unfortunately, networks with UAP did not 
have an analytically tractable solution 
because the input flow and the output flow 
are not balanced at the places where 
parallel tasks are spawned, a violation of 
the principle of job flow balance (Denning 
and Buzen, 1978: the principle of job 
flow balance says that the number of 
customers that flow into a service 
facility equals the number of customers 
that flow out of the facility when the 
system is in the steady-state). 

1;3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several studies have been attempted 
to generalize queueing network models to 
include parallel processing. Browne, 
Chandy! Horgarth, and Lee (1973) 
investigated the effect on throughput of 
multiprocessing in a multiprogramming 
environment using the central server model 
approach. Reiser and Chandy (1979) 
studied the impact of distributions and 
disciplines on multiple processor systems. 
Towsley, Chandy! and Browne (1978) 
developed approximate queueing models for 
internal parallel processing by individual 
programs in a multiprogrammed system based 
on the central model approach and "Norton 
theorem". Price (1975) analyzed models of 
multiple I/O buffering schemes. Maekawa 
(1976) and Peterson (1979) modeled a 
number of CPU:10 overlap cases. These 
studies, although valuable, do not fit 
systems which have a generalized topology 
and the UAP phenomenon. 

Modeling the UAP phenomenon for 
generalized queueing network systems is a 
relatively new topic, first reported, to 
our knowledge, by Heidelberger and Trivedi 
in 1982. In that work, an approximate 
solution method was developed and results 
of the approximation were compared to 
those of simulations. Mean value analysis 
approximation techniques were proposed for 
local area distributed computer systems 
with UAP by Goldberg, Popek, and Lavenberg 
(1983). 

It is perhaps interesting to note at 
this point that, quite independently from 
the above research, the authors of this 
paper developed what they have called 
"Distributed Systems with Unbalanced 
Flows" (Wang and Madnick, 1981, 1984) 
starting in 1981. The technique used to 
model UAP is very similar but a different 
algorithm is used 
and sufficient 

to test the necessary 
condition as well as to. 

compute the closed network throughput. 
Moreover, the results for open networks 
with UAP, such as response time, have been 
analyzed. A syntactic definition has also 
been given to decompose a model uniqIi;y. 

A terminal-oriented system 
batch-oriented multiprogramming system arz 
modeled by Heidelberger and Trivedi 
(1982), and local area distributed systems 
are modeled by Goldberg and others (1983) 
while a hierarchically 
architecture is 

decomposed 
modeled in the INFOPLEX 

research (Wang and Madnick, 1984). The 
consistency 
different 

reported from modeling these 
architectures provides further 

validation of the modeling technique. The 
UAP model is described in the next 
section. 

2. MODEL STRUCTURE 

Without loss of generality, let's 
assume that all customers are homogeneous, 
i.e. there is a single customer type. It 
would be easy to relax this assumption to 
include different types of customers. 
Without loss of generality, transaction 
examples will be drawn from the INFOPLEX 
data storage hierarchy analysis (e.g., 
read, write, and acknowledgement 
transactions). 

Let there be M service facilities and 
C classes in a queueing network. A 
service facility may consist of several 
classes which allow customers to have 
different sets of routing probabilities 
for different visits. Assume that any 
source and sink belong to class 0. Let 
Pi .j denote the routing probability which 
is the fraction of customers completing 
service in class i that join class j, i = 
0, . . . . C; j = 0, . . . . C; and pc,c = 0 by 
convention. . 

A main chain is defined as the path 
through which customers travel according 
to the defined routing probability and 
eventually go out of the system to return 
to the reference source. Since all 
customers have been assumed to be 
homogeneous, there is only one main chain 
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in the system. 
A class c customer of facility m in 

the queueing network is said to be UAP 
with deqree b if its output splits into 
branches where b is an integer number 
greater than one. Note that (a) UAP can 
occur in many classes within a queueing 
network, for instance acknowledgements may 
take place at different levels of a data 
storage hierarchy; and (b) the inputs to a 
class that cause UAP can be the outputs 
from other UAP classes. For instance, a 
split from an acknowledgement may split 
again to send more acknowledgements to 
other classes. 

Consider a class which is UAP with 
degree b, the main task that eventually 
returns to the reference source is defined 
to belong to the main chain; on the other 
hand, the b-l additional flows which cause 
that class to be unbalanced are perceived 
as "internal sources" (denoted as SOURCEU) 
which generate customers to travel within 
the network and eventually terminate at 
the "internal sink" (denoted as SINKU). It 
follows, as will be justified in section 
3, that all the classes with UAP can be 
separated from the main chain to form the 
UAi, chain where the UAP chain is defined 
as the additional oath through which the 
“internally 
SOURCEU) 

gene;;kd” custamers (from 
travel eventually sink (at 

SINKU). Note that SOURCEU may combine 
multiple “internal sources” . 

By labeling the source and sink of 
the main chain as SOURCEM and SINKM, and 
the source and sink of the UAP chain as 
SOURCEU and SINKU, one can decompose the 
graph of a network model with UAP 
unambiguously without referring to the 
semantics of the model. In other words, 
given the labeled graph of an UAP network, 
it is impossible to interchange one of the 
UAP flows with a part of the main chain. 
Therefore, a unique syntactic definition 
exists for each UAP network. 

Classical queueing network models 
cannot be applied to analyze UAP directly 
because of the unbalanced flows mentioned. 
An extended routing matrix is introduced 
below to accommodate the problem. Let R 
denote the extended routing matrix of an 
UAP network where a row-sum may be greater 
than one. Let R, denote the unextended 
routing matrix which excludes the UAP 
chain of the 'network. Elements in R and 
R.are the routing probabilities P,,,‘s. 

Define the visit ratio of a class, 
v 
cfkis 

as the mean number of requests of the 
to a service facility per customer. 

Define the sum of visit ratios of all 
exogenous sources, V,, in an open system 
to be one. In a closed system, the 
outputs feedback to the system inputs; the 
sum of visit ratios of the system inputs 
is also defined to be one. 

The visit ratios of the classes ' 
Rc can be obtained from the visit rat;: 
equations (5, p.237), viz., 

C 
vj = P0.j + 2 v, * Pi.1 

i=l 
j = 1, . . . . C. 

Alternatively, the visit ratio 
equations can be applied directly to the 
extended routing matrix R to obtain all 
the visit ratios of the classes in R. 

3. ANALYTIC FORMULATION 

3.1 QUEUING NETWORKS WITH UAP 

To present the paper concisely, 
service rate is assumed to be fixed, and 
typical queuing network notations are used 
(see the Appendix for a summary of 
notations). It was noted, in section 2, 
that a) UAP can occur in many classes 
within a queueing network; b) an input to 
a class that causes UAP may be the output 
from another class in the UAP chain; and 
c) all the additional unbalanced flows are 
defined to belong to the UAP chain -- a 
single chain. It is natural to ask 
whether the flows of the transformed 
network would be balanced, and what kind 
of relationship would exist between the 
main chain and the UAP chain. These 
questions are answered below: 

If one cuts the additional b-l 
unbalanced flows from a class which is UAP 
with degree b and inserts "internal 
sources" (SOURCEU) which generate 
customers with equivalent flow rates as 
those of the network before the cut, then 
following the assumption that unbalance-d 
flows run independently of one another 
except for resource contention, the b-l 
unbalanced flows will form b-l new open 
chains which will not interact with the 
main chain. If all the additional 
unbalanced flows (spawned from the classes 
which are UAP and connected to the main 
chain) are cut from the main chain, then 
the flow in the main chain will be 
balanced. 

Let {R) denote the set of classes in 
the network before the cuts and IR,1 
denote the set of classes in the main 
chain. It follows that we have the 
balanced main chain with its classes in 
the set {R,) and many open chains with 
their classes in the set IR1 - {R,]. 
Therefore, the classes in the main chain 
and the classes in the open chains are 
disjoint. 

However, it has been pointed out, in 
section 2, that a split may split again, 
so the open chains may themselves be flow 
unbalanced. To 
logical to 

solve the problem, it is 
cut all the additional 

unbalanced flows in the open chains 
continuously (and insert "internal 
sources" which generate equivalent flow 
rates as those of the open chains before 
the cuts) until all flows are balanced, as 
a result, additional open chains are 
formed as part of the UAP chain. 

It * 
distributiiis 

assumed that service time 
and service disciplines of 
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the facilities in the network follow those 
of classical product form queueing 
networks (Baskett et al); in addition, the 
unbalanced flows which run independently 
of one another are assumed to arrive at 
their destinations as independent Poisson 
processes (this assumption is also adopted 
by Goldberg (1983) and Heidelberger 
(1983)). However, as Burke (1972) pointed 
out, these processes are not Poisson in 
general. The simulation studies that the 
authors have conducted indicate that this 
is a fairly robust approximation. The 
validation reported by Goldberg, et al 
(1983) provides further support for this 
assumption. It follows that the open 
product form multiple chain queueing 
network (OPFMCQN) result can be applied to 
aggregate the additional open chains 
discussed in the last paragraph to a 
single open chain -- the UAP chain. 

If the original network is an open 
network, then the OPFMCQN result can be 
applied again to make the overall network 
a single chain with its workload 
contributed from both the main chain and 
the UAP chain; section 3.2 discusses the 
formulation of useful performance measures 
for open queueing networks with UAP. On 
the other hand, if the original network is 
a closed network, then we have a mixed 
network with the closed main chain and the 
open UAP chain. Section 3.3 discusses the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the 
closed network to be stable and an 
iterative procedure which computes the 
system throughput. Let V(U), denote the 
internally generated visit rate of the UAP 
chain. Note that "(Ml" will denote an 
open chain in section 3.2 and a closed 
chain in section 3.3. 

3.2 OPEN QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH UAP 

For an open queueing network with 
UAP , the network arrival process is 
assumed to be Poisson with a constant rate 
x 
mZ;rix 

BY solving the extended routing 
introduced in section 2, one can 

obtain the visit ratios for all classes, 
hence V(U). Since X, is given, X,(U) is 
also determined, specifically, X,(M) = X, 
and X,(U) = 1, * V(U). It can be shown 
(Sauer 1981, Lazowska 1984) that 
throughput, utilization, mean queue 
length, and response time for FCFS, PS, 
and LCFSPR disciplines are computed as 
shown in Table 3-l. The "system response 
time" in a flow unbalanced network is 
defined as the time to complete the main 
chain since that is the only observable 
completion seen by the external world. 

3.3 CLOSED QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH UAP 

For closed queueing networks with 
UAP, a mixed network with the closed main 
chain and the open UAP chain, as 
illustrated in Figure 3-1, can be obtained 
following the discussion in section 3.1. 
Since X,(U) E X,(M) * V(U) where X,(M) iS 

Facility i Formulae 
----------- ----------------ccccc 

Xi W X,(M) * V,(M) 
Xl (U) X,(U) * V,(U) / V(U) 
xi X,(M)+ X,(U) -------c--- -------------_------- 
Ui (Ml X,(M) * S,(M) 
ui U-J) xl(U) * Si(U) 

Ui U,(M)+ U,(U) ----------- --------------------- 
Ni W U,(M) / (l-U,) 
Ni (U) U,(U) / (l-U,) ----------- --------------------- 
Ni Ni(M)+ Nt(U) ----------- -c----_-------------- 
Ri (Ml N,(M) / X+(M) 
Ri (U) N,(U) / X,(U) --------s-- --------------------- 
RI Ni / XI ----------- --------------------- 
R,(M) R,(M) + . . . + Rc(M) 
RO R, + . . . + Ro 

Table 3-1: Open Networks with UAP. 

evaluated through a nonlinear function of 
.X,(U) (Reiser and Kobayashi, 1975). It 
follows that X,(U) = f(X,(U)) * V(U) where 
f is a nonlinear function. To solve the 
nonlinear equation, a couple of issues 
have to be addressed first: 

A) What are the properties of f? 
B) what is the necessary and sufficient 

condition for the network to be stable? 

In Wang and Madnick (1984) a 
corollary based on Reiser and Kobayashi's 
theorem 
w;;;ns, 

(1975) on product form mixed 
networks (PFMQN) is developed to 

issue A and a lemma is proven to 
settle issue B which leads to an iterative 
procedure for the closed network. The 
corollary and lemma are summarized below. 
The infinite server 
exe luded from this 

(IS) discipline is 
subsection. Its 

difference from other disciplines will be 
discussed at the end of the section. 

riqinol Closed Nclwwk with UAP 1CN lined Netroth without UAP (MN) 

Figure 3-1 Decomposition of CN to MN 



A) Corollary: An equivalent closed 
network (EN) of the main chain for the 
mixed network (MN), as illustrated in 
Figure 3-2, can be obtained by inflating 
the main chain traffic intensities. 

3 

UN: lU)+lUl 1 EN: (Yl/(I-PI I 
Mixed Network without UAP (MN) Equivalent Network without UAP IENI 

Figure 3-2 Transformation of MN to EN 

From the marginal distribution above, 
it is not difficult to see (13,28) that.f 
is continuous and monotonically decreasing 
(CMD), assuming that there exists at least 
a pair of (Di(M), D,(U)) such that D,(M)>0 
and D1 (U)>O. With the corollary and the 
CMD property, the convolution algorithm 
can be applied to solve the nonlinear 
equation iteratively. Let ()’ denote the 
ith iteration. For instance, (EN(X,))5 
denotes the throughput of EN at the 5th 
iteration. In the iterative procedure, 
(X,(U))O is estimated initially by the 
lemma described later and (x,(U))i+lis 
determined as follows: 

(x,(u))i+i = (EN(x,))‘+’ * v(u) 
where (EN(x,))‘+’ = f((x,(u))‘). 
This relationship is used below to settle 
issue B. 

B) The stability of PFMQN is unaffected 
by the presence of closed chains 
(Lazowska, 1984). Define 
with 

the facility 
maximum open chain utilization (i.e. 

the bottleneck facility) as facility I. 
It follows that a closed network with UAP 

stable if 
t:at U,(U) 

and only if u,(u)<~. Note 
= (X,(U) / V(U)) * D,(U). 

Denote V(U)/Dl(U) as B, the maximum 
throughput of the bottleneck facility, 
i.e., at saturation. It follows that a 
closed queueing network with UAP is stable 
if and only if X,(U) < B. 

Denote D,(M) as the main chain D 
value at the bottleneck 
stability 

facility I .The 
condition of the closed network 

with UAP can then be identified with the 
following four mutually exclusive and 
collectively exhaustive cases: 

2) 
f(XO(U)=O) * V(U) < B; 
f(X,(U)=O) * V(U) 2 B, but D,(M) > 0; 

III) f(X,(U)=O) * V(U) t B, D1(M) = 0, but 
f(X,(U)=B) * V(U) < B; 

IV) f(X,(U)=O) * V(U) 2 B, D*(M) = 0, and 
f(X,(U)=B) * V(U) ? B. 
Figure 3-3 depicts the four 

conditions. Let a = f(X,(U)=O), b = 
a*V(U), c = f(X,(U)=B), and d = c*V(U), 
then the four cases can be rewritten as 
follows: 

1) b < B; 
11) b t B, but D1(M) > 0; 
III) b 2 B, D1(M) = 0, but d < B; 
IV) b 2 B, D,(M) = 0, and d L B. 

’ ‘?$ B wnstoble 

!!!?I 
a= f(XoM=O B: bottleneck throughput 
b = f (X,(U)=O)+V(U) S: solution 
c = f (X,(U)=B) XoW Main chain throughput 
d=f(X,NJ)~B)*VIU) X0(U): UAP chain throughput 

T: bound 

Figure 3-3 Stability Condition Test 

It is proven (Wang and Madnick, 1984) that 
the network is stable if and only if it is 
not Case IV. Several points are worth 
noting : 

a) The IS discipline was excluded since 
the main chain and the UAP chain do not 
interact with each other at the IS 
facility. For networks with mixed 
disciplines, the inflating factor for 
the IS facility is one. For networks 
with IS facilities only, the UAP chain 
has no impact on the main chain, 
therefore, can be ignored. 

b) The Convolution algorithm, simple and 
efficient, is used to insure the 
stability condition as well as to 
locate the solution (Wang and Madnick, 
1984). 

cl The equivalent closed network obtained 
from the corollary is used to calculate 
the “system response time” perceived by 
the external world. Moreover, when the 
iterative procedure stops, G(l), . . . . 
G(N) are also available as a byproduct 
for calculating useful performance 
measures. 
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d) 

e) 

It was found (Wang and Madnick, 1984) 
that a bounded interpolation algorithm 
takes an average of 2.4 iterations to 
produce relative errors less than 0.001 
over 10,000 test cases. 

A comparative 
data 

study of the INFOPLEX 
storage hierarchy has been 

conducted 
of this 

to assess the predictability 
technique. 

observed (Wang and Madnic:: l&E) $% 
the analytic results are 
consistent with 

highly 
the simulations. A 

closer examination of the data shows 
that the analytic results deviate from 
the simulations by less than 2%. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

An analytic approximation methodology 
has been developed to model multiprocessor 
computer systems with unbalanced flows due 
to asynchronously spawned tasks (UAP). 
The methodology allows us to assess useful 
performance measures that can be used by 
system 
design 

designers to explore different 
alternatives cost 

Whereas it 
effectively. 

steady-state 
has been costly to attain the 

results of 
alternative of 

a single design 

simulation 
the INFOPLEX system using 

economically, studies have 
shown (Wang and Madnick, 1984) that this 
methodology produces the same quality of 
results as simulation with less effort and 
at a fraction of the time and cost. 
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7. APPENDIX -- NOTATIONS USED 

A) subscripts: 
1 denotes an individual service 

facility. 
0 denotes the overall network. 

::; 
denotes the main chain. 
denotes the UAP chain. 

0' denotes the ith iteration. 
notatig;~;leneck ;I 

facility (therefore 
chain) throughput. - 

C total number of classes in the 
network. 

CMD continuous and 
decreasing 

monotonically 

D v*S; the product of visit ratio and 
mean service time. 

FCFS first come first serve. 
f x,(M)=f(X,(U)); the main chain 

throughput as a nonlinear function 
of the UAP chain throughput. 

IS infinite server. 
LCFSPR last come 

resumable. 
first serve preemptive 

M number of service facilities in the 
network. 

N mean queue length including the one 
in service. 

n number of customers. 
OPFMCQN open product form multiple chain 

queueing networks 
PFMQN product form mixed queueing 

networks. 
PS processor sharing. 
R 
S 

mean response time. 
mean service time. 

U utilization. 
V visit ratio. 
X throughput. 
x arrival rate. 
P traffic intensity. 

Example: S,(M) means the mean service 
time of facility i for the main chain; 
V<(M) means the visit ratio to facility i 
due to the main chain; and D,(M) = S.(M) * 
V,(M) is the product of visit ratio and 
mean service time 
main chain. 

Of facility i for the 
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